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Let T denote the set of regular operators, concatenation (.), union (U), and star(*). For any 
subset R of T, any regular language R, and any finite class Q of relgular languages, R is said 
to have a Q-representation over P? if R can be obtained by a finite number of applications of 
operators in R to Q. This paper shows that there exist algorithms for deciding whether or not 
an arbitrary regular language has a R-representation over an arbitrary class Q of regular 
languages for any subset 0 of T. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T denote the set of regular operators, concatenation (a), union (U), and star 
(*). For any subset R of T, and any finite class 57 of regular languages, g*(R) 
denotes the class of regular languages that can be obtained by a finite number of 
applications of operators in G! to g. For example, GY*(., U) is the smallest class of 
regular languages such that (1) (A} E 5? *(., U), where A is the null word, (2) 
Q c GP*(., U) and (3) %?*(e, U) is closed under concatenation and union. For any 
regular language R, any finite class 0 of regular languages and any subset R of T, R 
is said to have a G-representation over Q if R E V’*(O). We say that Q-problem is 
decidable if there exists an algorithm for deciding whether or not an arbitrary R has a 
R-representation over an arbitrary 0 for any subset R of T. 
This paper shows that all R-problems are decidable for any subset 52 of T. We note 
that when R = R,* and %‘= {R,} for some regular language R,, then, due to J. A. 
Brzozowski, R, is said to be limited if R,* has a { ., U}-representation over %?‘, and the 
existence of algorithms are proved by Simon [3] and by the author [4] independently 
for deciding whether or not R, is limited. 
Section 2 presents preliminaries which include presentation of the limitedness 
theorem on finite automata with distance functions. This theorem is proved in [8]. 
Section 3 presents three automata which we need in the sequel. Section 4 shows that 
R-representation problems are decidable for any Sz c { *, U}, and R = { ., *, u}. 
Section 5 shows that (., * }-representation problem is decidable. Sections 6-8 show 
that (a, U}-representation problem and (+)-representation problem are decidable, 
whose proofs depend on transforming these representation problems onto the 
limitedness theorem in Section 2. 
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The motivation of this work is to consider some star height problems of regular 
languages. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that the reader is familiar with regular languages, regular expressions 
and finite automata. This section presents some notation, definitions, and the 
limitedness theorem on finite automata with distance functions. 
C is a finite alphabet; il, the null word; and 4, the empty set (or the empty 
language). For w E C*, I(w) is the length of w, and #Q is the number of elements in 
a finite set Q. For a regular expression E, 1 E( is the regular language denoted by E. 
For w E Z*, Pre(w) is the set of prefixes of w, that is, Pre(w) = (x E Z* ( xy = w for 
some y E Z*}. 
A finite automaton J is a quintuple, (C, Q, M, S, F), where Q is the finite set of 
states, M: Q x Z + 2Q the transition function, S c Q the set of initial (or starting) 
states, and F c Q the set of final states. d is deterministic if #S = 1 and for any 
q E Q and a E: Z, #M(q, a) < 1. M is extended to 2Q x C* -+ 2Q and 2Q X 2” as 
follows: (1) for any tc Q, a E Z;, and w E Z*, (i)M(t,1) = t, (ii)M(t, a) = 
{q’ E Q ) q’ E M(q, a) for some q E t), and (iii) M(t, wu) = M(M(t, w), a), and (2) for 
any tcQ and RcZ*, M(t,R)={qEQIqEM(t,w) for some wER). The 
language accepted by & is denoted by R(4, and R(sB)= 
{wE~*IA!f(S,w)nF#lZI]. 
Remark 2.1. In the above definition, for any q E Q, M(q, A) = {q}. Thus &’ does 
not admit J-transitions. 
For any finite class 0 of regular languages, ‘Z*(G) is defined as in Section 1. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. If @= {{a) /uElY}, then g*(.)= {{w) ( WEC*}. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let EC= (0, l), and V = {O*, l*}. We note that 
(O*l*)* = (l*O*)* =z* and for any RcZ* with AER, R.Z*=Z:*.R=X”. 
Thus q*(., *)= {{n])US%?U {R, + RI... Ri[ i> 1 and RjE {Ox, l*/ for 
j = l,..., i} U {IT*}. 
In the rest of the paper we shall prove that a-problems are decidable for all fi c T. 
If R = 0, then we assume that V*(#) = {{A}} U 0. We can decide whether or not 
R = R ’ for any R ’ E $F*(Sa). Since G?*(G) is finite, this implies that #--representation 
problem is decidable. In the sequel we assume that a # 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A finite automaton 9 with a distance function (in short, a D- 
automaton 9) is a sextuple, (Z, Q, M, S, F, d), such that Q is the finite set of states, 
M: Q x C + 2Q the transition function, S c T the set of initial states, F c Q the set of 
final states, d: Q x Z x Q + {O, 1, 2,...} U {co} the distance function, and d satisfies 
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the following: for any (q, Q, q’) E Q x Z x Q, d(q, a, q’) E {0, 1) if q’ E M(q, a), and 
d(q, a, q’) = 00 otherwise, where co is the symbol for infinity. A4 is extended to 
2Q x Z* as in the case of finite automata. The language accepted by 9 is denoted by 
R(B), and R(9) = {w E * 1 M(S, w) n F z 0). d is extended to Q x C* x Q and 
2Q x Z* x 2Q in such a way that (1) for any q, q’ E Q, w E I;;*, and a E C, 
(a) d(q,&q’)=O if q=q’, (b) d(q, w,q’) = co if q’ & M(q, w), and (c) 
d(q,wa,q’)=min{d(q,w,q”)+d(q”,a,q’)(q”EM(q,w) and q’EM(q”,a)} if 
9’ E M(q, wa), and (2) for any t,t’czQ and wEZ*, d(t,w,t’)= 
min{d(q, w, q’) ) q E t and q’ E t’}. We define D(9) = sup(d(S, w, F) 1 w E R&53’)}. 
We say that 9 is limited in distance if D(9) < co, that is, there exists an integer 
k > 0 such that for any w E R(9), d(S, w, F) < k. 
Remark 2.2. In Definition 2.1, we note the following: 
(1) For any q, q’ E Q and w E Z* with q’ E M(q, w), d(q, w, q’) = k implies 
that there exists a “transition path” spelled by w from q to q’ with distance k. 
(2) If 9 is deterministic, then O(9) = co iff there exists 
(4 0~~~41~Y~41~ z, q2) E S x C* x Q x CC+ x Q x Z* x F such that q, = M(q,, x) = 
M(q,, y), q2 = M(q,, z) E F and d(q,, y, q,) > 0. Generally 9is not deterministic and 
we cannot apply this fact to 9. 
(3) For any q, q’ E Q and a E C with q’ E M(q, a), only d(q, a, q’) E (0, 1 } is 
assumed and it depends on 59 whether or not d(q, a, q’) = 0 as only M(q, a) c Q is 
assumed and M(q, a) depends on 9. 
The following theorem is proved in [8]. 
LIMITEDNESS THEOREM. An arbitrary D-automaton 9 = (C, Q, M, S, F, d) is 
limited in distance iff D(9) Q n(n + 1)3n* 2n(6nz+ I’, where n = 2#Q. 
Remark 2.3. Let 3 be as in the theorem. For any q, q’ E Q, we define 
R,(q, q’) = {w E Z* 1 d(q, w, q’) = 0). We note that we can obtain R,(q, q’) from ciip 
for any q, q’ E Q. Next we define L(9) as the set of words accepted by 9 by a tran- 
sition from some state in S to some state in F with distance gn(n + 1)3n2. 2n(6nz”), 
thatis,L(~)={w~R’(forsomeqESandq’EF,R’=R,(q,q’)}U{wER’~R’= 
R, . {a,} -R,. (u2) --a {a,} * Rp+,, where (l)p<n(n + 1)3n22n(6”*f’), (2) UiEC for 
i= 1 ,...,p, and (3) for some qjl, qj2 E Q 0’~ l,...,~ + I), 911 E S, qP+ 12 E J’, 
Rj=Ro(qjl>qjz) (j= lv*..,p + 1) and d(qiz,ai,qi+11)= 1 (i= lv.*,p)}* BY the 
theorem, 9 is limited in distance iff R = L(9). Since we can obtain L(9) from 9 
and decide whether or not R = L(9), this implies that we can decide whether or not 
59 is limited in distance. 
Throughout the rest of the paper, let R c I;* be a regular language and 
Q = {Ri c EC* 1 i = l,..., m}, m 2 1, be a finite class of regular languages. Let 
A# = (Z, Q, it4, {s}, F) be the reduced auto,maton accepting R, and for i = l,..., m, let 
-6 = (C, Q,, Mi, (s,}, Fi) be the reduced automaton accepting Ri. We assume that 
Q n Qi = 0 (i = l,..., m) and Qi r7 Qj = 0 for all 1 < i c j < m. We shall prove 
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that all O-representation problems are decidable for those R, 4 &, and 4. In many 
places of the rest of the paper, we use these notations without stating their meaning 
repeatedly. 
3. THREE AUTOMATA M’~, J(, , AND 9 
In this section we define three automata JQd, s&, , and 9 which we need in 
Sections 4-6. We recall that m = #Q. 
DEFINITION 3.1. d = (bi 11 < i( m} is a finite alphabet such that d nZ= 0. 
For any WEA+, 
W= bi,bi2 
(] W]] denotes the language Ri,R,I ... Ripcz*, where 
a .s hip and ii E {l,..., m} (j= l,..., I)). A is the null word over A, and 
]]A]]={A}cZ*. ForZcA*,((ZJ(={wE(JW(JJWEZ}. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For any finite automaton J’ = (A, Q’, M’, S’, F’), 
I( R(xZ’)ll c 27 is regular and one can obtain a regular expression E over C such that 
I4 = IIRW-‘N 
Proof: Given d’, we can obtain a regular expression E’ over A such that 
IE’I = R(sB’). We replace each a, E A in E’ with a regular expression Ei denoting Ri 
(iE {l,..., m}) and if A E JE’ 1, then we replace A with 1. This results in a regular 
expression E over Z such that (El = I( R(&;)ll. 
DEFINITION 3.2. &A is a finite, deterministic automaton (A, Qd, Md, Is,}, Fd) 
which satisfies the following: 
(1) QA= {tcQ]for some WEA*, t=M(s,)IWII)}. 
(2) For any t E Qd and b E A, Md(t, b) = M(t, 1) bll). 
(3) sA = {s}, and Fd = (t E Qd ( t c F}. 
Remark 3.1. For any t c Q and any regular language P c C*, we can obtain 
M(t, P) as follows. Let ,d’ = (Z, Q’, M’, (s’], F’) be the reduced automaton 
accepting P. First we construct the syntactic monoid automaton 
,d” = (Z, Q”, M”, {s”}, F”) of R as in 4.3 of [5]: AZY” is a deterministic automaton 
such that for any U, w E C*, M”(s”, u) = M”(s”, w) implies that for any q E Q, 
M(q9 u) = M(q, w). 
Next we construct the product automaton M”” = (Z, Q”‘, M”‘, (s”’ }, F”‘) of -d’ 
and &” as follows: (1) Q"'= {k,q') 19 E Q' and q’ E Q”}, (2) for any 
(q, q’) E Q”’ and a E C, M”‘((q, q’) a) = (M’(q, a), M”(q’, a)), (3) s”’ = (s’, s”), and 
(4) F”’ = {(q, q’) E Q”’ ( q E F’}. By definition, it is clear that for any V, w E C*, 
M”‘(s”‘, u) = M”‘(s”‘, w) implies that for any q E Q, M(q, u) = M(q, w). Now for any 
4 E Q”, we choose one word w(q) such that q = M”‘(s”‘, w(q)). Then M(t, P) = 
(q E Q I for some q’ E F”‘, q E M(t, w(q’))}. 
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LEMMA 3.1. llR(db)ll c R. 
Proof. Let WE R(db). We shall prove that II WI1 c R. If W =A, then {s} c F, so 
sEF. Thus I)A((={IZ}eR. Let W=b;b; -se b; for p > 1 and bi E A (i= l,...,p). 
Now M,(s,, W) E F*. This implies that M((s}, lib; ... &II) c F. Thus (( WI( c R. This 
completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 3.3. JB,, is a finite automaton (A, Q,,, Mnd, S,,*, F,,) which 
satisfies the following: 
(1) Q,‘i=2Q-W 
(2) Snd= {tcQlsEt), and F,A= {tcQlfcF). 
(3) For any t, t’ E Qnd and b E A, t’ E Mnd(f, b) iff M(t, 1) blj) c t’. 
The proof of the following lemma is clear as in that of Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. (( R(JQ,,)(I c R. 
DEFINITION 3.4. 9 = (Z, r,iW,S, {f),d) is a D-automaton which satisfies the 
following: 
(1) r=(f}u{(t,q)l1=M(s,I)WI1) for some WEA* and qEQ,U.--U 
Q,}, where f is a new symbol. 
(2) S= {({S},Si)li= l,..., m} if L@R, and S= {f}U (({s},~Jli= l,..., m} if 
AER. 
(3) For any (f, q) E r with q E Qi, 1 < i < m, and a E C, (a)-(d) hold: 
(a) If M,(q, a) = 0, then M+((t, q), a) = 0. 
(b) If M&, a) f 0, and M,(q, a) g Fi, then Mt ((6 q), a) = { (6 Mi(q, aI> 1, 
and d((t, q), a, (6 Mi(q, a>)) = 0. 
(C> If Mt(q, a) E f’i, and M&R,)-Ff0, then M+((t,q),u)= 
{ (M(t, Ri), Sj)Ij = l,***, m) U {(t, Mi(q, a))}, d((C q), UT (M(f, Ri)v sj)) = 1 for j = 
l,..., m, and d((f, q), a, (6 Mi(q, a))) = 0. 
(d) If M,(~,u) EFi and M(t, Ri)c F, then M+((t,q),~) = {f} U 
{(t, Mi(qv a))} u i(M(t, R/)3 sj) I .i = lv**, m}, d((t, q), a, (6 Mi(q, a))) = 0, and 
4(&q), a,f) = d((t, 41, a, (WC Ri), s,)) = 1 forj = I,..., m  
(4) M+ (J a) = 0 for any a E 2. 
Remark 3.2. In Definition 3.4, for any (t, q), (t’, q’) E f and w E Z*, if (t’, q’) E 
M+((t, q), w) and d((t, q), w, (t’, 4’)) = k >, 0, then the following hold: 
(1) If k = 0, then t’ = t and for some i E { l,..., m}, q E Qi and q’ = Mi(q, w). 
(2) If k > 1, then there exist R; ,..., R;, I E Q and x,y E Z* such that 
(a) w = xy, (b) x E RI *.. R;, (c) M(t, R: ..a RL) = t’, and (d) q’ = Mi(sr,y), where 
RL+,=Ri and iE {I,..., m). This can be seen by induction on k. 
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LEMMA 3.3. R(9)cR. 
Proof: Let w E R(9). If w = 1, then A E R by (2) in Definition 3.4. Let w E Z + 
and w = vu with v E Z* and a E C. By definition of 9’, we can see that for some 
(t, 4) E r with q E Qi (i E {l,..., m}), (t, q) E M’(S, v) and fE M+((t, q), a). Then 
Mi(q, a) E Pi, M(t, Ri) c F, and from Remark 3.2, there exist x,y E I;* and WE A* 
such that v = xy, x E (( W’(j, t = M(s, I( IV//), and q = Mi(Si, y). Then _W E Ri, 
w = va = XJU E (1 W/J * Ri, and M(s, (1 W/J * Ri) = M(M(s, (1 WI/), Ri) = M(t, Ri) c F. 
Thus (I W(( . Ri c R and w E R. This completes the proof 
4. S-REPRESENTATION THEOREMS FOR 0 c { *, U) AND D = { ., *, U) 
In this section we show that R-representation problems are decidable for any 
J,? c (*, U} and a = {e, *, U}. 
LEMMA 4.1. For any Jnite class g of regular languages, $9: (*) and 59 F(U) are 
finite. 
ProoJ The assertion is clear since for any P, P,, P, c Z*, (P*)* = P* and 
P,uP,uP,=P,uP~. 
THEOREM 4.1. For any D c {*, U}, V*(Lf) isfinite. 
Proof: It will suffice to show that Q*(*, U) is finite. First we define three classes 
of regular languages, @i, gz:, and PX as follows: (1) gi = q*(U), (2) gz = g’:(*) 
and q1 = ii??(U). Then SS$ is finite by Lemma 4.1 (i = 1, 2, 3), and @? c g, c U: c qJ. 
We shall prove that 5?$ =F*(*,U). Clearly S?Yj cQ*(*,U). To prove 
gj 2 Q*(+, U), it will suffice to show that 9Y3 is closed under *. Now consider any 
R,ESfj. Then R,=R,,U...UR, for some ROiEgz for i=l,...,p. We may 
assume that R,, ,..., R,, e gI and R,,,, ,..., R, E Vz for some 1 ,< k <p, where 
ROi = R; for some RIi E gI (i = k + l,...,p). (In other cases, the argument is similar). 
Then R$ = (R,,U~~~UROkUR~~+,U...URl*p) = (R,,U...UROkU 
R u... Ik+ 1 U R ,J*, so R,X E gz c g3. This completes the proof. 
For any Q c { *, U}, we can construct a*(~?) from the proof of Theorem 4.1, and 
decide whether or not R E GY*(f2). Thus R-representation problems are decidable for 
any 52 c {*, U}. 
THEOREM 4.2. R has a { ., *, U)-representation over G? z~llR(&~))) = R. 
Proof: First we recall that for any W = b,, . . . b+ E A* with ii E { l,..., m ) 
(j= I,..., p), WE R(db) iff M(S,Ri, . ..Ri)cF. where if W=A, WER(SQ iff 
2 E R. Now assume that R = llR(~Q(1. Th en we can obtain from JA a regular 
expression E over A such that [El = R(Js$) and R = {WE )I WJ( 1 WE IEI). We 
replace each b, in E by R i (1 < i < m) and replace /1 with 1 if /1 E 1 E) to obtain a 
regular expression E’ over C such that (E’( = R. This implies that R E g*(*, *, U). 
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Conversely assume that R E g*(., *, U). Then for each w E R, there exists II-’ E A * 
such that w E )( WI\ and 11 W(j c R. By construction of ‘_d* and Lemma 3.1, we can see 
that R = (1 R&d& This completes the proof. 
Due to Theorem 4.2, we can decide whether or not R E ‘T*(., *, U) by 
constructing dd, obtaining a regular expression denoting )I R(jB,)II by Proposition 3.1 
and deciding whether or not llR(“Qd)I) = R. Th is implies decidability of { ., YF, U)- 
representation problem. 
5. { ., * }-REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
In this section we need s4,4 of Section 3. 
DEFINITION 5.1. (1) Any regular expression is unionless if it does not contain the 
operator U (only the operators ., and *). 
(2) Any regular expression E is a star expression if E = EC for some regular 
expression E,. 
The following proposition is in part due to Oyamaguchi (71. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any star expression E*, there exists a unionless expression 
E’ such that ]E’l= IE*J. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on o(E*), where o(E*) is the number of 
occurrences of * in E*. If o(E*) = 1, then E* = (wI U -.- U IV,)* for some wi E Z* 
(i = l,..., p). Then IE” ( = I(w? wz* -** w,*)* I. Let o(E*) > 1 and 
E*=(E,u... U E,)*. Then o(EF) < o(E*) and by the inductive hypothesis, we 
may assume that Ei has a unionless expression Fi such that ( Eil = (Fil (i = l,...,p). 
Then IE*J=1(FF +a. Fz)* I. This completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 5.2. For any q, q’ E Q,,, (l)-(3) are defined: 
(1) a(q, q’) is the set of b E A such that q’ E M,,(q, b). 
(2) p(q, q’) is the set of paths of length 22 from q to q’ without cycles, that is, 
P(4,4’)= {(&q,,b’ 19-.,qp9b~)I (a) qiEQ,,-{q,q’] (~=L...,P), (b) l$EA 
(j=O, l,-,p), (c) for 1 <i<_i<p, qi+qj, and (d) qj+,EM,,(qj,bj’) 
(j = 0, l,..., p), where q,, = q and qp+, = q’}. 
(3) L(q) is the set of words in A* which take q back to q under Mnd, that is, 
L(q)= IwEA.*IqEM,,,(q, WI. 
DEFINITION 5.3. y(pP,4) is the smallest class of regular languages over A which 
satisfies the following: 
(1) For any s’ E S,, n FnA, L(s’) E y(dJ. 
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THEOREM 6.1. R has a { ., U}-representation over V i$f R = R(3) and 9 is 
limited in distance. 
Proof. Assume that R has a ( ., U}-representation over g. Then 
R = II W, II U ... U 11 W,II for some Wj E A* with i= l,...,p. Then for any w E R, 
there exists WE A* such that w E 11 WI/ and II WI\ c R. By construction of 9, this 
implies the following: for any w E R, there exists a transition in 9 spelling w from 
some initial state to some final state with distance <max(l( Wi) 1 i = l,...,p} (see the 
proof of Lemma 3.3). Thus for any w E R, d(S, w, (f}) < max(l( Wi) ) i = l,...,p} and 
R(9)xR. By Lemma3.3, R(.%‘)eR. Now we have R(9)=R and D(9)< 
max{l(Wi) 1 i= l,...,p}. Conversely assume that R(9) = R and 9 is limited in 
distance. Then for any w E R, there exists WE A* such that (( W(( c R, Z(W) < D(9) 
and w E I( WI(. Since I(W) <D(9), it follows that U= {WE A* ( l(w) <D(9) and 
I( W(I c R} is a finite set. Then R = (( W,l(U ..a U (I W,ll, where U= {W ,,..., W,,}. 
Thus R has a { ., U}-representation over G?“, which completes the proof. 
Since we can construct 9 and decide whether or not R = R(9) in the usual way 
and whether or not 9 is limited in distance as in Remark 2.3, Theorem 6.1 implies 
decidability of { -, U}-representation problem. 
THEOREM 6.2. R has a { ., U}-representation over G? lr for some W,, W,,..., 
Wp E A* of length <k, R = 1) W, )I U ... U 1) WJ, where k =&u + 1)3u* 2”‘6rr2t I’, 
,u = 2” and n = 2”Q (#Q, + 0.. t #Q,). 
ProoJ: 9 = (C, r, Mf, S, {f }, d) is defined as in Definition 3.4. We can see that 
#r,< (2rQ- I)(#Q, + . ..t#Q.,,)t 1<2nQ(#Q,t e.. + #Q,). By the limitedness 
theorem in Section 2, 59 is limited in distance iff D(9) ,< y@ t 1)3”2 2iu’6u2+‘), where 
,u = Zrr. Thus the result follows. 
7. {.}-REPRESENTATION THEOREM 1 
In this section we shall prove the existence of an algorithm for deciding whether or 
not R E g*(e) when 1 E R. Throughout this section we assume that 1 E R. We define 
%“= (R,EQ ILE Ri}, and A,= {bEA IIE llbll}. Assume that R has a (.)- 
representation over Q. If R = {A), we can see immediately R E CT*(.). So we assume 
R # {A}. Let R = R,,Ri2 -. - Ri, for Rij E @ (j = l,..., I). Then Rii E VA (j = l,..., I). We 
consider the problem of obtaining (Ri,, Ri2,..., Ri,). First we shall obtain a finite set K 
of regular expressions over A, such that for any E E K, lllEll[ = R, and for some 
E E K, bi,bil -0. bi, E IEl. 
DEFINITION 7.1. K is the smallest class of regular expressions over A, which 
satisfies the following: 
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W,E,* Wp, 1. To this E, a D-automaton S’(E) = (Z, QE, ME, S,, FE, dE) is defined 
intuitively as follows. QE -FE consists of those states, (t, i, q), such that i 
corresponds to some “position” in E, t = M(s, IIPII), and q E Qj, where (1) P is the 
set of VE A,* such that in E, V can be spelled by a path from the starting position of 
E to position i, and (2)j E (l,..., m}, and bj exist in E at position i (i E (0, 1, 2 ,... } U 
{(A 0) Ij = 0, 1, L.), where (j, 0) corresponds to the position of some Et 
(k E { l,...,p})). For a E .?T, ME((t, i, q), a) -FE consists of those states (t’, k, q’) such 
that either (1) t’ = t, q’ = Mj(q, a) and i = k, or (2) Mj(q, a) E Fj, t’ = M(t, 11 b,ill), k 
is one of the positions immediately right of i, and q’ = s, for some 1 E {l,..., m) with 
b, at position k, or (3) Mj(q, a) E Fj, i = k = (j, 0) for some j > 0, t’ = t, and q’ = s, 
for some I E {l,..., m} with b, at position i. Precisely 9(E) is defined for each 
E E K-K, as in the following definition, where we assume that Wi # A for all 
1 < i <:p + 1. In the other case, the reader can define 9(E) analogously. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let E E K - K, and E = W,Er W,ET .a. W,,E,* Wp+,, where 
Wi E Ai (i= l,...,~ + l), and IEjl Cd, (j= l,...,~). We define a D-automaton 
.9(E) = (Xc, QE, ME, S,, FE, dE) as follows: 
(1) We put W= W,W,... W,,,. Let W=bi,bi2...biu with birEA_, 
(v = l,..., p). 
(2) We put to= {s}, and tj=M(s, (lbi, +$a bii(() (j= l,...,p - 1). 
(3) FE = {fE}, where f, is a new symbol. 
(4) SE= {({sl,O,si,),fE\, h w ere we note that W begins with bi,. 
(5) We put a(*)={iE{l,...,p-l}Ii=I(W,... W,.)forsome l<v<p}. 
(6) QE=S,UF,U{(tj,j,q)IO~j~~-l, and ~~Q~.+,}u{<~j,(j,o>,q>~ 
jEa(*),j=Z(W, *** W,), 1 < v <p, Et,= (bi,,l 'J *.a U bir,> for 6iV,E A.1 (I = l,..., k), 
and q E Q,,, for some 1 < Y < k). 
(7) For any u = (1, j, q) E QE with q E Q, (v E { l,..., m}) and a E 2,. we define 
the following, where u’ = (t, j, M,(q, a)). 
(i) If M,(q, a) = 0, then ME(u, a) = 0. 
(ii) If M,(q, a) # 0 and M,(q, a) 6? F,,, then ME(u, a) = {u’}. 
(iii) If M,(q, a) E F,., jE {O, l,..., p - 2} and j + 1 @a(*), then 
ME(% a) = {u’&, Ctj+ 1, j + 1, sij+,)}* 
(iv) If M,(q, a) E F,, j E (0, l,...,~ - 2) and j + 1 E a(*), then M,(u, a) 
= lU',fE,(tj+l,j+l,Si,+,)}U ((tj+19(j+1,0),Si,)I j=I(W,a..WI)-l, l<l<p, 
El = (bill U --- U b,,,) for biaE A, (r = l,..., k)  and i, E (i,, ,..., i,,}. 
(v) If M,(q, a) E F,, and j = (k, 0) for some k E { l,..., ,U - 2}, then 
M,(u,a)={u’,f,,(t,k,si,+,)}u{(t,(k,O),si,)Ik=1(W,... WI), l<l<p, E,= 
(bi,, U *I* U bi,,) for bi,,, E A, (h = 1, . . . . g), and i, E {i ,,,..., i,,}}. 
(vi) If M,(q, a) E F,,, and j + 1 =p, then M,(u, a) = (u’&). . 
(8) For any a E C, ME(fE, a) = 4. 
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(9) For any u = (t,j, q) E QE and a E C, 
(i) if (t’, k, q’) E Mr(u, a), then dE(u, a, (t’, k, 9’)) = 0 if j = k and 
q’ = M,(q, a), and dE(u, a, (t’, k, 9’)) = 1 otherwise, where q E Q,(v E { I,..., m)); 
(ii) if_& E M,(u, a), then d&, a,fl.) = 1. 
Remark 7.2. In Definition 7.3, for any w E Z* and (t, i, q) E QE, if 
(t, i, q) E ME(SEt w) and d,(S,, w, (t, i, q)) = k > 0, then there exist V, WE A,*, 
b,EA, with l<i<m, and x,yEC* such that (1) Vb,WEIE(, (2) i(V)=k, 
(3) w = xy, (4) x E II VII, (5) f = M(s, II VII), and (6) q = M(s,., y), where q E Q,. 
(1 < v < m). This can be seen by induction on k. 
LEMMA 7.3. For any E E K -K,, R(.B(E)) = R. 
ProoJ By definition lllElll= R. Let w E R. Then for some WE IEI, w E 1) WI/. By 
construction of 9(E), we can see that there exists a transition path spelling w in 
.5?(E) from the initial state tofE. Thus w E R(.W(E)). Conversely, let MJ E R(.$(E)). 
We can see that w E 111E)I) (see Remark 7.2 and the proof of Lemma 3.3). Thus 
w E R. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 7.1. If 2 E R, then R has a (. ]-representation over 9? iff either K, is 
not empty, or for some E E K, 9(E) is limited in distance. 
Proof: We assume 1 E R. Necessity. Assume that R has a ( + }-representation over 
%. There exists WE A,such that 11 WI/ = R. If R = {A}, then ,4 E K,, so K, is not 
empty. Let R # I,%}, and W = bi, ... bi,, for bii E A,, (j = l,..., v). If WE K,, then the 
assertion holds. If W & K,, then we can see from the proof of Lemma 7.2 that for 
some EEK-K,, lllEllj=R and WE [El. Let E= W,EF ... W,EJV,,+,. We shall 
prove that 9(E) is limited in distance. Let 9(E) = (L, QE, MEI S,, FE, dr). By 
Lemma 7.3, R(5T(E)) = R. Consider any w E R. Then w E 11 WI/ and WE (El. By 
construction of .9(E), we can see that d,(S,, w, FE) < I(W). Thus D(.g(E)) < I(W), 
and .9?(E) is limited in distance. Sufficiency. If K, is not empty, it is obvious that 
R E V*(.). Assume that for some E E K - K,, .59(E) is limited in distance. Let 
E = W,ET a’. W,E; Wp+,. For each l,<i,<p, we define Vi={VEIETI)i(V)= 
D(.g(E))}, and W; = Wi, Wi, . . . Wi,, where Vi = ( Wj,, Wi, ,..., Wi,}. We put 
W= W,W;W,W;.... W,W;Ww,+,. We shall prove that R=JJWJI. Since WEIEJ, 
and (I(EJI( = R, it holds that /I W/I c R. Conversely, let w E R. By construction of 
.9(E) and the fact that ll/Elll= R, and 9(E) is limited in distance, we can see that 
there exist Wf E IE,? 1 for i = l,...,p such that w E 11 W, WY W, WT ..+ W, Wi W,+ , /I 
and I(W, WY ..e W, W; W,,,) <IV(E)). S ince for any b E A,J E Ilbll, it holds 
that (( WY I( c (( W; (( (i = l,..., p). Thus w E (1 W((, which completes the proof. 
We can construct K, and K and decide whether or not K, is empty, and whether or 
not for some E E K, .9(E) is limited in distance as in Remark 2.3. Thus Theorem 7.1 
implies decidability of (. }-representation problem when 1 E R. 
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Prooj Assume that R E O*(-), and let R = I( WI( = lib; . . . bj,\/ with b,! Ed 
(i=l,..., p). Let {jr ,..., j,} be as in the first paragraph of this section. Then 
bjl “_i2 . . . bjM E U. Let k E (0, l,...,,~} and consider the word V which exists in W 
between bjk and bjk+, , where bjk=A if k=O and bj’,+,=A if k=p. We note that 
VEdf. We consrder the case V#k Let V=b;,+, . . . b,J,+,_,. We put r=I(V). We 
define t”=M(s,(Ib~b;...b,‘,b~~+,...b,!~+.JJ) (v=O, l,..., r). If for someO<i<u<r, 
ti= t,, then it holds that Ilib;b; +.a b;‘,bj,+, ... b,!,+,(bj’,+,+, ... b,‘,,,)” 
b,!,+u+ 1 . . . b;))I = R. By Proposition 7.1 and definition of Y, we can see that the 
assertion holds. This completes the proof. 
Wedefine Y,={EEYI * does not appear in E }. If Y, is not empty, we can see 
immediately that R E @*(a). When Y, is empty, we define a D-automaton 9(E) for 
each E E Y. (If Y is empty, we can see that R V? g*(.)). The definition of .9(E) is 
similar to that of 9(E’) in the previous section, where E’ E K - K, . We present here 
the definition briefly. Let E = W, ET ... W,E,* W,+ , , where Wi E A *, and j E,j( c A., 
(i = I,..., p + 1, j = l,..., p). We define W,p, t, ,..., t,_, , FE and a(*) as in 
Definition 7.3. We define S, = {({s}, 0, Si,)). QE is defined as in Definition7.3. 
Consider u = (t,j, q) E QE. Let j = k or j = (k, 0) with k E {O, l,..., ,u- l}. We put 
P(U) = llbir+,biki2 . . . biJ where P(u) = {A.} if k = ,L - 1. Then M,(u, a) is defined as 
in Definition 7.3 except that SE E ME(u, a) iff A E P(u). We define ME(&) a) = 0. D,. 
is defined as in Definition 7.3. 
The proof of Theorem 8.1 is almost the same as that of Theorem 7.1, and is left to 
the reader. 
THEOREM 8.1. If J & R, then R has a J,. }-representation over 59 iff either Y, is 
not empty, or for some E E Y, S’(E) is limited in distance. 
By Theorems 7.1, 8.1 and the Limitedness Theorem, we can decide whether or not 
R E %Y*(.) as follows. First we decide whether or not A E R. We construct %‘1 and 
A,. If A E R, then we construct K, and K, and decide whether or not K is empty; if K 
is empty, then R @ q*(.); if K, is not empty, then R E g*(e); if K, is empty and K 
is not empty, then we construct for each E E K, 9(E), and decide whether or not 
.59(E) is limited in distance; if for some E E K, 9(E) is limited in distance, then 
R E cW*(.); otherwise R 6Z %7*(.). When Iz 6E R, we analogously construct Y, and Y 
and we can decide whether or not R E @*(.). Thus the {. }-representation problem is 
decidable. 
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